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Alarm Clock

1. Explore the alarm clock and describe “how it works.”

passcode cheatsheet
http://csforall.sri.com

passcode:
values

2. Investigate how one
(possible) set of variables might
describe the clock's state.

passcode:
new

3. Make a new value—by creating one more Boolean expressions—that
will ring the alarm when it is time to get up for school!

optional passcode:
strings

4. (Optional) Use additional string variables in more
complex expressions to ring the alarm only in the
morning, or only on schooldays.
Done!

VELA Lesson #14
Alarm Clock (Non Scratch)
What comes before:
Boolean operations and expressions (Scratch) lesson

What comes after:
Games using repeat-untils (Scratch) lesson

Summary
Students will use programming logic to solve a real world situation, how an alarm clock works.
In this exercise they will work in pairs to develop their own understanding of how to combine
logical, arithmetic, and string expressions to program a real world scenario.



Intended Outcomes
Students will be able to . . .
● Identify or propose various Boolean expressions, (combining numeric, string, and other
Boolean conditions) to describe or assess a real world situation.
● Demonstrate how the DATA TYPE of inputs (OPERANDS) and outputs (RESULTS) are
related to the operators in an expression.
○ Arithmetic/Numeric expressions: inputs and outputs always numbers
○ Boolean expressions: outputs are always boolean (true/false);
■ Inputs could be numbers if logical operators are <, >, =;
■ Inputs could be strings with operators like “is” and “contains”;
■ Inputs could be booleans with operators like AND, OR, NOT
● Experience with ABSTRACTING one level of the problem into an expression that can
then be used at the next level (you don’t need to worry about lower-level details—is it
7:00am?—when worrying about a higher-level of activity—is

it 7am on a weekday?).
● Choosing good names for variables/subexpressions as way of “abstracting away” their

operational detail (isWeekday is better than isMonday OR isTuesday OR isWednesday OR
isThursday OR isFriday).

New vocabulary used:
Strings

Sets of letters or characters

Abstraction

Hiding complex details, making a bigger concept easier to deal with

Hand out “Do Now” / Review Sheet for “Boolean operations and
expressions” before attendance to start the class (5-7 mins)

Prior Learning Connections:
In Cats and Ladders, students practiced using arithmetic expressions and combined it with
 conditionals in Arithmetic Dice Leading to Conditionals .
In 3 Switches activity students practiced combining Boolean values (true/false) with Boolean
Operators (AND, OR, NOT) into Boolean expressions that evaluate to new Boolean output
values (true/false).
They will combine those today with string operators and relational (<, >) operators.

Overview of Tasks:
Intro
 Hook

Quick Simon Says-style game to get students
thinking about true/false

Direct Instruction

Class develops understanding of what we
need to program an alarm clock

Guided Practice

Pairs fill out a table to explore how the
expressions interact. Then the class goes
through the first scenario

Paired Practice

Student pairs decipher a series of challenges
on programming increasingly trickier alarm
clock conditions

Assessment

Students complete exit ticket

Assessments:
Students will create tables that help them organize what types of data they find. After completing
the table students complete a series of Challenge scenarios where the students figure out how to
program their own clocks and record the results in a series of guided questions about their
programs.
As a final assessment students will complete a few review questions.

Materials:
Computers, Alarm Clock worksheet, Review questions

Differentiation and Accommodations:
A Term Bank will be provided on the sheet. Heterogenous pairs will be helpful. Students who
had difficulty with previous lessons around these skills should be supported with some targeted
coaching or a small group session to fill out the table and/or answer the questions.

English Language Learners:
The questions in this section are language heavy. Students should be directed towards the clock
as a visual, and some students might benefit from sheets with key terms for them to look for like
Wednesday, Hour, Minute, etc. highlighted.

________________________________

Procedure:
Hook:
Remind students about Boolean expressions learned in previous lessons. Review Boolean
expressions and the fact that they come back as either TRUE or FALSE using the Boolean
Simon Says style game like in the “arithmetic expressions leading to conditionals” lesson plan.
Example: Ask students to stand up or raise their hands if the statement is TRUE. Ask questions
about their age, height, color of their dress etc. (Wearing headband? Age less than 10? etc.)

Direct Instruction:
Tell students “Booleans can help us a lot in programming just about anything. I don’t know
about you, but I frequently have trouble getting up in the morning. Give me a thumbs up if you
also have that problem. Because of that I know that I need to use an alarm clock. But I got to
thinking about it and I realized that even a simple alarm clock has a great deal of programming
involved in it.
An alarm clock is an example of a Boolean device. Your alarm can either be ON or OFF”
Remember: we don't just want to set the alarm for TOMORROW morning, but we want to set it
ONCE AND FOR ALL and have it wake us up EVERY morning we need to go to school.
Have Students open the Alarm Clock activity on their laptops
(http://csforall.sri.com/VEAW/clock/index.html).
Say to Students: “So now we are going to try and investigate how to program an alarm clock. “In
a moment we are going to start trying to program our alarm clocks. Before we do that however
let’s make sure we understand how it works.”
Explain that the Fast and Slow buttons help run the alarm clock. You can click on those buttons
a second time or click on the Stop button to stop the alarm clock. Have students move the slider
under the clock and ask them to state what it does.

Guided Practice:
Let’s think about the variables that we have to be aware of in this alarm clock.
Who remembers what a variable is ? (Ask the class to raise their hands and answer)
Remember a variable is something that can change, but at any time is a particular value. What
are some changing values in an alarm clock?”
Collect student answers and put them up on the board. Students should come up with:
● Minute
● Hour
● AM vs. PM
● Time the Alarm goes off
They might also come up with:
● Date
● Day of Week

● Seconds
● Month
If they don’t have any of these at the end of the quick brainstorm make sure it is supplied.
Note for teacher: If students propose things like “the big hand” or “the little hand,” try to lead
them to think about what the big hand is telling them—it might be more useful to think of “the
hour” as a variable than “where the big hand is it,” since, after all, a clock is a tool for thinking
about time rather than a tool for thinking about the position of bighands. The big hand is just a
measuring device for helping us read the real variable of interest, which is “the current hour.”
Values tab
Tell students: “Now let’s enter “values” into the passcode box. What do you see? Do you see
some of the variables we just discussed. Start the clock or move the slider and observe how the
values of the variables change.
Note: If students ask why they do not see all the variables they just identified, tell them that they
are currently viewing a subset of the relevant values in an alarm clock.
Direct students to their worksheet.
With your partner fill out Q1 from your worksheet by playing and experimenting with the first
section of the digital activity labeled “Values”.
Say to students:
“So already we are seeing there is quite a bit of information that a clock is holding on to.
Today we are going to be focused not just on what information changes in the clock (which
was important to us with story variables, and with cats and ladders) but we are going to figure
out the logic used by the alarm clock to combine this information and decide when the alarm
should go off.”
Now, let us type “new” into the passcode box to create new values combining this information.
New values tab
This brings up a new button called: “Add new value”
Clicking on the button opens up an interface for adding new Boolean expressions. Click on the
“Add new value” button every time you want to create a new expression.

Paired Instruction:
Tell students “Now we are going to start actually programming our Alarm Clock. There are 3
different alarm clock scenarios that you will have to program out. Each one gets a little more
complicated. Let’s start with the simplest one together.”
Scenario 1: Tell students that they are going to start with modeling Q2 from their worksheets:
Make an alarm that goes off at 7:00 everyday.

Demonstrate for students how to start the first scenario on the handout with the VEA World
Alarm Clock activity projected for the whole class to see.
Step 1:Read the scenario together. Then say “Ok, 7:00, well 7 is the number of the hour, so I’m
going to create a new expression called “hour =...” Then I select “a given number” and type 7
there. Then click the + button to add the expression.
This creates a new expression called “hour=7” under Values and also a new numeric value 7.
We can name the values if we want, or just leave them as is. Show students how they can
name the expressions they create.
Let’s set the expression “Hour=7” as the controller of the alarm and then run the clock. Instruct
students how to assign an expression as controller of the alarm, and demonstrate as a whole class
activity. Point out that the alarm goes off at 7:00 and then the clock stops.

Step 2:
If you now keep running the clock (in SLOW mode), you will notice that the alarm will be
going off for a full hour before shutting off at 8:00. Let’s see if we can have it just go off for
a minute.
Demonstrate that we need “hour=7 AND minute=0” and how to model this in the digital
activity, as shown below. Now set this new expression as the controller of the alarm and test by
running the clock. Ask students to fill in this expression for Q2 of the worksheet.

Step 3:
Next, ask if anyone knows what the other problem is? If no student recognizes it, point out that
the alarm will go off at 7:00 AM and 7:00PM. We wouldn’t like that, right?
This brings us to Q3 of our worksheets.
Ask students how they would like to solve this problem. Use this context to introduce strings.
Let’s type “strings” as our new passcode.
“Strings are sets of letters and here, you now have two new string values called “phase” and
“dayOfWeek”. Let students explore possible values of these 2 variables
If you click “Add new value”, you now have two operators to work with strings: ‘Matches’ and
‘Contains.’” For this exercise we want to use Matches because we only want true if it is AM or

PM and then create an expression called “phase MATCHES AM”. Then construct the whole
line, hour=7 and minute=0 and phase MATCHES “AM”.
NOTE: Point out that the = sign is used for the numbers, and MATCHES is used for the string.

Let students complete how they should complete Q3 in their worksheets.
A Note on Tools: If you are comfortable with technology you may teach students to do screen
captures of their work and e-mail them to you. Using a learning management system like
Google Classroom or Schoology will allow you to do this quite easily. However it will take
students some time to master. It would be best to have run an activity before this where they
attach screen shots rather than trying to teach it in the middle of this lesson however.

Step 4:
Next, direct students to Q4 from the worksheet where you want the alarm to ring at 7am only
on weekdays.
Let students explore on their own and then debrief as a class (see screenshot below)
- Name the previous expression as 7am
- Create an expression for weekend as (dayOfWeek matches “Saturday” OR dayOfWeek
matches “Sunday”)
- Create an expression for weekdays as NOT(weekend)
- Then set the alarm to the expression (7am AND weekday)

Compare and contrast making the expression NOT Saturday OR Sunday versus Monday OR
Tuesday OR Wednesday OR Thursday OR Friday. Make sure that either case students have
named that expression either Weekday or Weekend. Tell students that this is an “abstraction,”
making a big concept (like multiple days) a simpler item to work with. Say we do this all the
time with language, but with computer science we frequently need to teach computers how to do
this.

Conclusion/Closing:
Bring the class together and have a few students share back something that they learned today.
Highlight for them if they do not bring it up
1) Types of Operators match types of inputs and outputs
2) In Computer Science we can use abstraction to make difficult items more manageable
Distribute Review questions to the class

Names: ___________________________________________________________ and
____________________________________________________________

Alarm Clock Worksheet
Q1. Variables of an alarm clock
Variables

Possible Values or
Range of Values

minutes
hours
dayOfTheMonth

Figure out how to program your Alarm Clock for the Alarm to go off at the different times:
Q2. Scenario 1:
Make an alarm that goes off at 7:00 everyday.
Fill in the following program:
To program Q2, I should use the following program:
IF (___________________________________________________________________) THEN
Ring alarm

Q3. Scenario 2:
Have you noticed that your alarm in Scenario 1 goes off twice everyday - once at 7:00 AM and
once at 7:00 PM. Model an alarm that rings only at 7:00AM everyday.
Fill in the following program:
To program Q3, I should use the following program:
IF (___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________) THEN
Ring alarm

Q4. Scenario 3:
You are happy with your alarm clock, however it wakes you up on the weekend, when you want
to sleep in. Find a way to make sure your alarm goes off at 7:00 AM but only on weekdays.
Fill in the following program:
To program Q4, I should use the following program:
IF (___________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________) THEN
Ring alarm

Names: ___________________________________________________________ and
____________________________________________________________

Alarm Clock Worksheet Solution
Q1. Variables of an alarm clock
Variables

Possible Values or
Range of Values

minutes

0-59

hours

1-12

dayOfTheMonth

17-20

Figure out how to program your Alarm Clock for the Alarm to go off at the different times:
Q2. Scenario 1:
Make an alarm that goes off at 7:00 everyday.
Fill in the following program:
To program Q2, I should use the following program:
IF ( hour = 7 AND minute = 0 ) THEN
Ring alarm

Q3. Scenario 2:
Have you noticed that your alarm in Scenario 1 goes off twice everyday - once at 7:00 AM and
once at 7:00 PM. Model an alarm that rings only at 7:00AM everyday.
Fill in the following program:
To program Q3, I should use the following program:
IF ( hour = 7 AND minute = 0 AND phase matches “am” ) THEN
Ring alarm

Q4. Scenario 3:
You are happy with your alarm clock, however it wakes you up on the weekend, when you want
to sleep in. Find a way to make sure your alarm goes off at 7:00 AM but only on weekdays.
Fill in the following program:
To program Q4, I should use the following program:
IF ( hour = 7 AND minute = 0 AND phase matches “am” AND (NOT(dayOfWeek
matches “Saturday” OR dayOfWeek matches “Sunday”)) ) THEN
Ring alarm

Name: _____________________________________________

Alarm clock Review Sheet
1. Kyle is making an alarm clock program where he want to wake up at 7:00 am for his Soccer
Practice on both days of the weekend. How should he set his alarm clock:
Ring at 7:00 AM if Day of Week Matches
__ NOT (Monday AND Tuesday AND Wednesday AND Thursday AND Friday)
__ (Saturday AND Sunday)
__ (Saturday OR Sunday)

2. Decide whether these string operators would come back as true or false:
“Thursday” MATCHES “day” _______
“Friday” CONTAINS “day” ______

3a. You create a string called “PM”. Which of the following operators could you use with it?
Circle your answer.
AND
MATCHES
+
3b. If you have a Logic Operator (like AND, OR, <, > ), what do you know you will get as an
output? Circle your answer.
It will be a string

It will be a Boolean value (True/False)

It will be a number

4. You are programming an electronic calendar. You want to program it to automatically send
you two e-mails:
- three days before your friend’s birthday on March 14th, and
- on March 14th.
Describe how you would use a string, a logic operator, and either a number operator or an
inequality (< or >) to make this kind of a code. Use variables: month and dayOfMonth
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

